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Full: Temp. & 3 BBs
Mix: Temp. point + Temp. & 3 BBs
Mix: Video level + Temp. & 3 BBs
[Weinzaepflel et al]
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Our method

:Discriminative clustering
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Comparing levels of supervision

DALY UCF101-24

Mixed supervision Supervised baselines

Conclusion: on par with fully supervised
with only 40% of the fully annotated data!

UCF101-24

DALY

Conclusions: (i) dense spatial annotation is not always needed 
                       (ii) 'Temporal point' results are very promising ('click' annotation)

DALY

UCF101-24

Conclusion: our simple method 
is competitive in the FS mode.
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A single flexible model: one cost function, different constraints.

HOW?
We design a unifying framework for handling various levels of 
supervision.
 
Our model is based on discriminative clustering and integrates 
different types of supervision in a form of optimization constraints.

- a flexible model with ability to adopt and combine various types of
  supervision for action localization
  
- an experimental study demonstraing the strengths and weaknesses
  of a wide range of supervisory signals and their combinations

CONTRIBUTIONS

OBJECTIVES
Compare various levels of supervision to understand what  
supervision is required for spatio-temporal action localization.

MOTIVATION
Spatio-temporal action localization is an important task that is 
typically addressed by supervised learning approaches.

Such methods rely on exhaustive supervision where each frame 
of a training action is manually annotated with a bounding box.

Manual annotation is expensive and often ambiguous.

Alternative methods using less supervision are needed.

DIFFRAC framework [Bach and Harchaoui]:

Assignment of tracklets to action classes

Representation of tracklets
ROI-pooled I3D features  

[M x d] matrix

Linear 
action classifier
[d x K] matrix

Intuition:  Recover a labeling of the data (Y) so that this labeling can be easily recovered by a 
                   linear classifier (W) over some features (X).

The action classifier is 
learned during optim. and 
can be used at test time!

Nice property:

One bounding box (BB): we are given the spatial location of a person at a given time inside
each action instance.

Video level action labels: only video-level action labels are known.

Single temporal point: we know one frame of an action, but we do not have either the exact 
temporal extent or the spatial extent of the action.

Temporal bounds:  we know the temporal interval of the action occurs (but not its spatial extent).

Temporal bounds with bounding boxes (BBs): combination of temporal bounds and bounding
box annotation.

Fully supervised: annotation is defined by the bounding box at each frame of an action.

Supervision levels considered in this work

Transform supervision into constraints

Example:  Temporal bounds          

"At least one human track contained in the given temporal

interval should be assigned to that action. Samples outside 

annotated intervals are assigned to the background class."
Formalism

Exactly one class per tracklet Strong supervision 
with equality constraints

Know what the tracklet is:

Know what the tracklet is not:
NB:  This could be extended to the multi
         class setting (e.g. for AVA [Gu et al.])

Weak supervision 
with at-least-one constraints

A bag of tracklet that may contain
an action:

Check out our project webpage for our paper/code
and more qualitative results!
 
https://www.di.ens.fr/willow/research/weakactionloc/

UCF101-24 and DALY
datasets.

Evaluation metric:
mean average precision 

Faster-RCNN detectors 
(off-the-shelf or finetuned*),
KLT tracker or online tracker,
Frank-Wolfe optimization

Preprocessing

Every track is divided into chunks (8 frames) that we call tracklets.

For every tracklet     , we compute its feature       :

For every detection   , we compute a visual feature      (I3D ROI Pool).

: average of the detection features
  belonging to the tracklet.

We stack all tracklet features        in the feature matrix    .

Detection and tracking

From track to tracklets

Feature extraction


